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Rene tells us about his large scale
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Focus On
Model:
PLZ Wilga 104
Wing span: 3000mm (118”)
Weight:
16.40kg (Cat 1 certification)
Engine:
DLA 112cc twin cylinder with EME onboard electric starter swinging a 27x10 Mejzlik CF
prop.
Radio:
JR 12X TX with Spektrum 12ch rx
running Hitec HS7955TG (25kg) servos on all
surfaces, twin A123 LIFE 6.6v 2500mah Rx
batteries via Powerbox Sensor switch for battery
redundancy.
This aircraft came about because after buying a 6M
span K8 glider it suddenly occurred that my 55cc
powered giant Stik was not powerful enough to tow
it! I’m drawn to aircraft that are a little different
and the Wilga’s “only a mother could love” looks
coupled with being an ideal style tow plane sealed
the deal.
The kit is a Dragon RC ARF purchased from an Australian supplier in 2014. Whilst the fibreglass fuselage built-up wings and tail looked great out of the
box we soon found the ply structure inside fuselage
very weak which required total replacement. I’m
hugely indebted to Wayne Bilham for all his efforts
in rebuilding the internal structure and firewall
reinforcement …. very skilled modeller is Brethy!
The DLA 112cc has performed flawlessly from new
however the original Chinese copy Walbro carb
would not run rich at full power so Tarquin my
“satanic mechanic” and resident Walbro tuning
expert swapped out the carb for a genuine Walbro
WJ 71 which solved the problem immediately. The
twin canister mufflers keep the engine
nice and quiet ironically this style of

exhaust is fitted to the full size Wilga’s operated
around Europe to keep the noise down!
Fitting the EME on-board starter was fairly straight
forward and what a delight it is to reliably start
your engine every time from a switch on the Tx. On
a big gas engine it’s a great option and at around
$250 not too expensive to add.
The Wilga is such a fun aircraft to fly and with massive flaps a delight to grease in on landing, she
tow’s most big gliders with authority and the enjoyment of just cruising around at low level low power
is just the bee’s knees!
If you’re considering a new large scale project,
need a tow plane or just want a great flying aircraft
that will give you hours of fun then maybe a Wilga
is worth considering.
Cheers
Rene
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President’s Ramblings
Mike Randell

Hi Guys

taken, to miss this person.

Well the weather has been really kind to us, even
though it has rained in the last month, the ground
is still drivable and flyable.

Lucky this plane was dead stick landing and the
prop was not turning so the injury may not have
been that dramatic, imagine if the plane was a 10
pound sport model a spinning prop to the back of
the head, OUCH !!

The farmer was saying that the drain they have
dug near the bee hives is the saviour, it is diverting
the water from entering our paddock either way it
is working.
On a different note.
When retrieving your plane from the other side of
the strip PLEASE call it MAN ON THE STRIP, and be
watchful.
We had a near miss on the last Vintage round
where a person was crossing the strip, the pilot
was concentrating on getting landing points and his
observer was counting down when a head came
into view at plane height evasive action had to be

Lets be careful out there, and be in touch with your
observer let him see the danger and advise you
before crossing the strip and getting yourself into a
dangerous/painful situation
Please remember to advise Peter of numbers for
the mid year dinner,
looking forward to seeing
you there or at the field.
Mid year

Dinner — see
page 9

Mike
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Club Captain’s Report
Geoff Hall

Winter……… yes it is definitely here now, because
its bloody cold in the shed at night and it takes 20
minutes for the heater to warm up the place. But
the up side is the rainfall to date has been ok and
therefore the ground conditions are still good.
So on these cold mornings put on an extra layer of
clothes and get out to the field as the air is often
calm and ideal flying conditions and it will warm
up…….maybe.
As to the interest in flying aerobatics at the club,
well one local member and one Levin club member
so I guess not much interest in aerobatic flying.
I know you will all have read the latest Model
Flying World magazine particularly the council
report on safety and insurance. The proposed
registration scheme in the UK is interesting to say
the least, could this sort of thing happen here in
NZ…….yes quite possibly.
If you have not seen the proposed registration
document then click on the link below:-

https://consultations.caa.co.uk/finance/droneregistration/supporting_documents/
CAP1775DroneRegistrationChargeConsultationDocument.pdf
Flight line protocol ………….. Geez what do I say.
I did ask one member why he seemed to always
stand on the runway behind his plane when he
takes off and he said it made take off easier, my
comment to him was BUT when you did your wings
badge test you stood in the pilots box, and he said
NO I was allowed to stand behind my plane for
take-off………….I wonder???
So all I ask is don’t cause death and mayhem at
the field as we don’t want to give the bureaucrats
amination to start looking at the proposed UK and
other countries systems.
Happy and safe flying,
see you at the field
Geoff
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From the Editors Desk
From the write ups of both Mike and Geoff along
with snippets of conversations I hear, safety is
something that needs to be addressed.

 When collecting your aircraft from anywhere on
the field - “Recovering aircraft outfield”

Good old common sense says that being hit by a
model, even dead stick, is going to hurt. When you
are flying you do what is necessary to prevent your
model having a mid-air, but put yourself in the position of being hit on the ground. Duh!

If your fellow pilot can acknowledge your
announcement, a simple ok is enough. If they are
not flying then perhaps they could inform you that
nothing else is airborne, or the runway is clear—
simple communication and etiquette.

When looking at your model, you are focused on
your model, your flying and not aware of what is
happening around you. If you are lucky you have a
spotter but not always practical. You need to
inform others of your intentions. They require
information like the runway is blocked or you have
a problem. It is easy to announce to other pilots
when you are:
 Obscuring the runway with your model or yourself - "On the runway"
 Off the runway – "Runway clear"
 About to take off or hand-launch — "Taking off
left to right"

All pilots should be within air shot, in the pilots box.
Sometimes people are unaware that they are
creating an accident. One thing not right—you
often get away with; two things, the odds are
increased; three things often an accident is
inevitable.
Take care out there, happy landings,
Linda

I ran this past Rene for his guidance on this
important issue and he suggested the touch
and go and outfield recovery calls.

 Having an in-flight emergency – "Dead stick!"

He also wanted to share with us his
personal experience of seeing the effects to
a friend who was tragically hit by a model
plane. Please read this heartfelt story, a
real reminder that these are not toys.

 Performing a touch and go - “Touch and Go”

Thank you Rene.

 About to land – "Landing left to right"
 Making a low pass over the runway - "Low pass
right to left"

Matter of fact given the model in Mikes article was
a vintage model maybe I should recount the story
of a personal friend who experienced first-hand a
vintage model…to the head!
The guy concerned was at the time (90’s) a pilot/
captain with a large Australian airline and also an
avid RC modeller and scale component
manufacturer in Australia.
During a visit to his local field one Sunday (while
chatting with a couple of mates off flighty line)
encountered a badly piloted .40 FS powered
vintage model that hit him in the head… in a
heartbeat changing his life forever.
Pete suffered major head trauma from a relatively

slow flying vintage model that ruined his life. He
never flew for a living again, destroyed his
cognitive abilities, suffered severe financial
hardship fighting the MAAA for insurance cover…all
in all devastating given he was only in his 40’s at
the time!
I sadly witnessed first-hand the effect it had on
him/his personal life and relationships, I might be
85% paralysed but consider myself lucky compared
to Pete’s injury and I don’t say that lightly.
So listen up folk…whilst this story is about an off
runway incident the results could be the same,
failing to follow a few simple courteous calls can
have dire results if hit by even the simplest model
especially from the neck up…and it does happen!
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DC3 build
A DC3 landed in Ivan’s model room. Ivan had
working relationship with the full size DC3
ZK-APB back in the 70’s. When a friend found a
model that he had started, about that time, and
on put on the back shelf, Ivan was happy to
take over the project.
With a LOT of assistance from Colin the project
is coming together. I lost Ivan for several
hours and found him on the lathe making the
undercarriage.
He was wanting to replicate the workhorse and
was kindly lent the original drawings for the
paint scheme by Fieldair.
Progress reports will follow.

Page 5
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Winter build challenge Graham Job

To be honest, when I got Linda’s email saying
another month had passed and material for the
next newsletter was due. What happened to
June!!!!! Unfortunately between working 24 of the
last 28 days with 30 shifts and young children has
meant little time for anything but sleep. I did
manage a little time for the Typhoon though.
I ordered a 3D printed pilot off TradeMe. $30
delivered for a 1/7 scale full pilot seemed
reasonable. A few hours over a few evenings
spent painting and he now looks reasonable. I
found another website selling digital images of
instrument panels for WW2 scale models and can
be made at any scale then printed at any local
photo shop.
The cockpit side panels I picked up cheap off
TradeMe a while back and are vacuum formed,
they were supposed to be for the Brian Taylor
Typhoon but I suspect they are something else,
maybe the Hurricane but can’t tell.
After getting my pilot and being impressed with the
print quality I asked if he could print files I
supplied. So I drew the compass, gunsight, control
column and exhaust stubs and had them printed
too. With the addition of the throttle quadrant on
the right and undercarriage selector on the left
should look presentable when its all crammed into
a tiny cockpit.
The pilot seat was made by Dave many years ago
and is just right so only painted it.
Cheers all, Graham

Check out our website for
updates on events, field conditions.
https://www.aeroneers.com/

12 May
2019
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Aeroneers tomboy report
Submitted by Ladderman

10 June 2019

Next
tomboy
competitions

Another beautiful day in the Colyton micro climate
greeted five Tomboy Pilots keen to compete in
perfect flying conditions.

14 July,

weather
permitting.

Two aircraft failed pre-flight inspections owing to
the inattention of the maintenance crews in some
of the outlying workshops, thus leaving only three
little planes to compete.

July

A third aeroplane developed a maintenance issue
during the first round and retired to its hanger,
thus leaving only Flemming and Ladderman to
scrap over the remaining spoils of durations and
landings.

Results
and
year
to date

14

Pilot

Flight 1

Flight 2

Flight 3

Total

YTD

Bruce Ladderman

18 - 5

20 - -

18 - 5

66

207

Peter Vining

---

---

---

132

Bruce McKay

---

---

---

62

Flemming

20 - 5

18 - -

20 - -

Terry

16 - 5

---

-- -

64

Greg

---

---

---

38

Run Rabbit Run Rabbit, Run, Run, Run
Brad and Phil fixing holes in the strip one rabbit at a time.
Lucky it isn’t Easter, as it would be inappropriate to run these pics.

63

176

June
2019
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Aeroneers Vintage report
Submitted by Phil Pearpoint

Junes Vintage competition was flown on a lovely
Winters day with virtually no wind, only towards
the last round did a little breeze arrive which
caught out several who fell short of the landing
spot.

We had 10 flyers this month, the most for some
time which is great to see.
See you all on July 14th for our next competition.
Philip.
P.S. Tama, you will have noticed by this months
results that its not the size (motor) that

Welcome back to Vintage to Wayne who flew his
Quaker for the first time in years. Wayne suffered
some sort of radio failure as he came in to land on
his second flight, so wisely decided against a third.
Wayne is building another Vintage model, we look
forward to him flying Vintage again.
We had a couple of instances of Vintage flyers
obstructing the view of other pilots while retrieving
models from the strip or taking off just something
to be careful of.

Wayne’s truly
vintage model,
a Quaker

June was our 5th comp for the year, no
cancellations yet so lets hope for a good run of
weather over winter.
Phil Pearpoint

3.01 +20

2.57 +20

3.01 +20

595

1st

Bruce McKay

2.54 +20

2.52 +20

2.54 +20

580

2nd

Mike Randell

2.57 +20

2.58 -

3.00 +20

575

3rd

Brad Pearpoint

3.01 +20

3.04 +20

2.57 -

572

4th

Greg Findon

3.17 +20

3.07 +20

3.08 +20

568

5th

Next Vintage

Tama Randell

2.57 +20

3.02 -

2.58 -

555

6th

competitions

Peter Vining

3.06 +20

2.58 -

3.07 -

545

7th

14 July,

Flemming Ravn

2.56 -

3.10 -

3.07 +20

539

8th

weather
permitting.

Bruce Woodfield

2.37 -

3.10 -

3.06 +20

519

9th

Wayne Bilham

2.20 +20

2.58 -

DNF

347

10th

June
Results

Vintage Year to Date Results —Looks like you need to Watch this Space!
Vintage Year to Date
Tama Randell
Bruce Woodfield
Greg Findon
Phil Pearpoint
Mike Randell
Bruce Mckay
Flemming Ravn
Peter Vining
Brad Pearpoint
Kevin Burrows
Wayne Bilham

Feb
March
592
541
538
595
556
508
448
590
531
347
551
539
538
546
571
487
-

April May
595
596
520
596
518
554
491
571
542
572
584
452
549
591
-

June July August Sept Oct Nov Dec
555
519
568
595
575
580
539
545
572

347

2879
2768
2704
2695
2567
2254
2078
1682
1143
487
347
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Bits and Bobs
Before:

Mid year
dinner
to be held at the

Manawatu Golf
Club
on the
19th of July 2019.
6.00 pm for drinks and
7.00pm for dinner.
Please advise Peter Vining
before Tuesday 16th
with numbers attending.

After:

Menu will be advised once
numbers come in.

Good Company
Good Meal
Good Night

I am sure we all have a sympathy for
the owner—pilot of this Air New Zealand 787 model which was destroyed
on impact.

TAKE
CARE
THIS
WINTER

I’m glad I learned about parallelograms in
high school math instead of how to do my
taxes. It comes in so handy during
parallelogram season.
Thanks Ladderman for the pile of jokes you send
through— will use them over the coming months.
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Events
July

August

7 July - 2 metre gliders
14 July - Tomboy and vintage
16 July—RSVP deadline for mid year dinner
19 July—Club mid year dinner
20 July—MFNZ/NZMAA Proxy forms due in—
see page 13 for proxy form and details.
21 July - Radian, cub and scale
27 July— MFNZ/NZMAA AGM, Auckland
28 July - Assassin and combat
31 July - Deadline Servo Chatter
1 August - August Servo Chatter will be online

1 August - August Servo Chatter will be online
4 August - 2 metre gliders
11 August - Tomboy and vintage
18 August - Radian, cub and scale
25 August - Assassin and combat
30 August - Deadline Servo Chatter for
September

Check our website for update information:
Click here: www.aeroneers.com
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Flying-V future aircraft represents massive
victory over airline emissions
11 Jun, 2019 — NZ Herald
This unconventional V-shaped plane of the future
represents no small victory over carbon emissions.
The Dutch airline KLM and the technical university
TU Delft have teamed up to create a revolutionary
design that students have dubbed the 'Flying V.'
The sci-fi like design maybe striking in appearance,
but more impressive still are the specs from this
green flying machine from the future.

The high-flying design first won recognition from
the UK's Royal Aeronautical Society in 2015.
Photo / Supplied
The unusual shape makes for huge improvements
in aerodynamics and fuel efficiency 20% greater
than the current generation of Airbus A350s.
Student Justus Benad came up with the concept as
his thesis project while working at Airbus Hamburg.
The high-flying design first won recognition from
the UK's Royal Aeronautical Society and in the
Young Researcher Competition in 2015.
While offering the same number of seats as a
regular A350-900 and almost exactly the same
wingspan of 65 metres, Benad's design offers a
number of advantages.

The Flying-V follows the same dimensions as a
conventional wide body passenger plane.
Photo/Supplied
The simplicity of the design minimises the amount
of moving parts and costs though construction and
complications: a win for the aircraft builders.
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Flying-V future aircraft represents massive
victory over airline emissions
The increasingly aerodynamic design makes for big
fuel and carbon savings, and potentially cheaper
tickets: a win for the passengers, airlines and the
planet.
And lastly, an even more novel aspect of the design
sees engines mounted on the top of the plane,
leading to reduced noise from aircraft overhead: a
win for everybody.
Since then the plane is roughly the same dimensions as a conventional wide body aircraft the revolutionary design would be compatible with current
airports and runways.
Pieter Elbers, CEO of KLM was pleased to embark
on the prototype project with TU Delft university,
saying: "KLM takes this very seriously and has
therefore been investing in sustainability at different levels for many years, enabling it to develop a
broad spectrum of sustainability initiatives. We are
proud of our progressive cooperative relationship
with TU Delft, which ties in well with KLM's strategy

The V-shape aircraft represents a big win for
passengers and airlines.

and serves as an important milestone for us on the
road to scaling-up sustainable aviation."
Professor Henri Werjj who is the dean of the
university's Aerospace Engineering faculty was
eager for the project to get underway, but says his
fa culty
ha s
eve n
loftier
a mbit io n s:
"Radically new and highly energy-efficient aircraft
designs such as the Flying-V are important in this
respect, as are new forms of propulsion."
However, for all the improved efficiencies achieved
by the V, the aircraft is just a jumping-off point.
"Our ultimate aim is one of emission free flight. Our
cooperation with KLM offers a tremendous
opportunity to bring about real change," said
Professor Werjj.
While models of the V-wing design have been tried
researchers will be flying a prototype
as soon as October this year to see if it could be a
viable aircraft.
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Flight Sim Controller
As a result of the Radian trial flights at the Open Day, preceded by several minutes on the Club simulator,
at least two families are now looking for a flight sim controller, either a Dynan or E-Sky.
I can supply the software for the FMS Simulator, but it is best used with the appropriate controller.
If any member can help, please give me a call: Merv Matthews 357 2858.

Piper J-3
Cub
Wingspan—1800 mm
Motor—Hyperion ZS
4020-12-543KV
ESC—Hyperion 90A
Runs—4 or 5 cell lipo
$300 ono
Phone Ivan
0212106138 or
06 2102910

Water slide transfer Decals
6 x 60 mm decals
5 x 40 mm decals
7 x 25 mm decals
on the sheet

Simple to apply
Long lasting

$5.00
per sheet

Order from Flemming Ravn, ravnf@outlook.com.
Collect at flying field.

Thank you to Graham Job for sending through the nomination form—if you are unable to print it from the newsletter
please let Graham karina.graham@gmail.com or Linda lindalambess@gmail.com know and we shall email you a copy.

Postal address: Jonathan Shorer, Secretary,
21 Emma Drive, RD31, Levin 5573.
Email address: Paul Clegg, Administrator,
members@modelflyingnz.org.
Before 20 June 2019. Allow long for postal vote.
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Palmerston North Aeroneers
Important information
Club address—club no longer has a P.O. Box number

Club Website: www.aeroneers.com
Club Email: aeroneers@aeroneers.com

The Committee
President:
Mike Randell
president@aeroneers.com
Vice President:
Rene Redmond
Phone 021 2452729
vicepresident@aeroneers.com

Club Flying Site:
End of Spur Road West, Colyton.

Annual Club Subscriptions
Senior Membership $88 NZMAA affiliation + $72
club membership = $160
Family Membership $93 NZMAA affiliation + $72
club membership = $165
Junior (under 18) $25 NZMAA affiliation + $20 club
membership = $45
Associate $40

Treasurer:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363
treasurer@aeroneers.com

Associate Flying $72

Secretary
Bruce Withell
Phone 358 3202
secretary@aeroneers.com

Please pay any committee member or online to
Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00 Palmerston
North Aeroneers. Don’t forget to include your
name in the details box.

Club Captain:
Geoff Hall
Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com
Webmaster:
Tama Randell
Phone 027 2920363
Servo Chatter Editor
and Website Updates
Linda Lambess - Phone 06 2102910, 021 2106139
editor@aeroneers.com
Committee:
Phil Pearpoint - Phone 06 323 9093
Hamish Loveridge –Phone 027 460 3848
Len Ruby
Peter Vining - Phone 027 443 2378
Barry Parker

The views or ideas expressed in this publication are not
necessarily those of the club executive or committee. Every
care is taken to ensure accuracy, but the club will not be
responsible for the content of advertisements or any material
contained therein. The editor reserves the right of publication.

MFW Associate $25 + $25 club sub +$50
Subs are per annum.

Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com to advise
Tama of your payment.
You need to be a paid member to fly at the
club airfield.
The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to March 31 to ensure all club
members are covered by the MFNZ public liability
insurance.

